
WORK SESSION AGENDA 
Casper City Council  
City Hall, Council Chambers 
Tuesday, September 22, 2020, 4:30 p.m. 

We are CASPER
Communication      Accountability      Stewardship      Professionalism      Efficiency      Responsiveness 

COVID-19 precautions are in effect at Council meetings.  All Council meetings including 
Work Sessions are held in Chambers. Entrance to the meetings is the east door off David 
Street. Upon entry you will be asked to sign-in for contact tracing purposes. Face coverings 
are encouraged. Seating has been gridded into six feet distances. Seating capacity for the 
public is fifteen seats. Media will be given priority for seating. Public input via email 
is encouraged: CouncilComments@casperwy.gov 

Work Session Meeting Agenda Recommendation Allotted 
Time 

Beginning 
Time 

Recommendations = Information Only, Move Forward for Approval, Direction Requested 

1. Council Meeting Follow-up  5 min 4:30 

2. Proud to Host the Best Information Only 20 min 4:35 

3. Snow Plow Plans – Cost Saving Proposals Direction 
Requested 30 min 4:55 

4. Wind Turbines Information Only 30 min 5:25 

5. Code of Ethics Discussion Direction 
Requested 30 min 5:55 

6. Balefill Clerk Direction 
Requested 20 min 6:25 

7. Agenda Review 20 min 6:45 

8. Legislative Review 10 min 7:05 

9. Council Around the Table 10 min 7:15 

 Approximate End Time: 7:25 

*Please silence cell phones during the meeting*
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Code of Ethics Suggestions 
by Cheryl Hackett 

 

Suggested Amendment 1 
• Section B, 1. Definition of “Conflict of Interest”:  

o “Conflict of interest provisions should include prohibitions on taking actions that 
benefit the official’s household or family members, business clients, debtors, or 
political donors.”  

o Suggested in order to make it easier for the general public to understand.   
o “An ethics code should avoid legalistic language and be easily digestible by the 

public.” (Fighting Small Town Corruption” toolkit by the Center for the Advancement 
of Public Integrity at Columbia Law School.)  
 https://web.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/microsites/public-

integrity/files/fighting_small_town_corruption_-_capi_practitioner_toolkit_-
_august_2016.pdf 

 

Suggested Amendment 2 
• B. 3.a.iiii-outline how a citizen or group of citizens can report a conflict of interest concern, 

and state to whom this complaint will be reported.  
• Suggested language: “If any citizen or group of citizens has reason to believe that a 

council member has or had a conflict of interest, the citizen(s) with such belief shall 
inform the governing body [or Mayor and ward representatives], including disclosing 
all relevant facts and concerns relating thereto. The governing body will have an 
affirmative obligation to respond to any citizen report.”  

• For example-Reporting would be done through the Mayor and the citizen’s Ward 
representatives, who will have an affirmative obligation to respond, and will have an 
affirmative obligation to request a review or investigation by the ethics/anti-corruption 
committee.  

• Could be made up of the Chief of Police, Sheriff/undersheriff, and District attorney or 
county attorney, who—by state statute—may ask DCI to investigate if a conflict of 
interest exists. 

• Pursuant to W.S. 9-1-618(a), DCI may conduct criminal investigations at the 
request of a local police department, sheriff's office or the county or district 
attorney of jurisdiction. Pursuant to W.S. 9-1-618(b), DCI shall conduct 
investigations at the direction of the Governor, violations of the Wyoming 
Controlled Substance Act and organized criminal activity that crosses 
jurisdictional boundaries of local law enforcement agencies. 

• “The committee would take complaints concerning violations of the ethics 
code and other ethical violations, would investigate the matter itself (unless 
the matter was likely criminal, in which case the matter would be turned over 
to the police immediately), and would report the result of the investigation to 
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the city council, the city attorney, and the city manager, along with any other 
relevant agency head.” —“Fighting Small-town Corruption” 

Suggested Amendment 3 
• Add a confidentiality clause with proper wording that this report, upon request, will 

remain confidential and will not be subject to disclosure.  
• Example:  If requested, this report will be protected from disclosure, except 

unto investigating authorities for the purpose of investigation.  
• Supporting documentation: 16-4-201: B.d.(i)-(xiv) of Wyoming State 

Statutes provide reasons why public records may be denied disclosure; 
Federal Electronic Communications Privacy Act, Title 18 of the U.S. 
Code, statutes 2510-2521 protect electronic communications from 
disclosure. 

• Here is an example of a whistleblower protection law: 
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doi/report/whistleblowers.page (from the 
law):”b. 1. No officer or employee of an agency of the city shall take 
an adverse personnel action with respect to another officer or 
employee in retaliation for his or her making a report of information 
concerning conduct which he or she knows or reasonably believes to 
involve corruption, criminal activity, conflict of interest, gross 
mismanagement or abuse of authority by another city officer or 
employee, which concerns his or her office or employment, or by 
persons dealing with the city, which concerns their dealings with the 
city, (i) to the commissioner, or (ii) to a council member, the public 
advocate or the comptroller, who shall refer such report to the 
commissioner. For purposes of this subdivision, an agency of the city 
shall be deemed to include, but not be limited to, an agency the head 
or members of which are appointed by one or more city officers, and 
the offices of elected city officers….” 

 

Suggested Amendment 4 
• Add in 3b, procedures for addressing a conflict of interest, or in its own section  entirely, I 

would like to see language describing an affirmative obligation to respond to a valid 
concern. 

• (“The code should include an affirmative obligation to report suspected violations of 
the ethics code and the law.”—“Fighting Smalltown Corruption”) 

 

Suggested Amendment 5 
Section C—Add in Preemptive policy to avoid conflicts of interest or the appearance of a 
conflict of interest.  
• Add in clause prohibiting council members from becoming involved with those issues 

“…for the entirety of that member’s elected city council term, and/or that city council 
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member’s appointment to a board or commission, and for a period of six months [or a 
year] following said terms.”  

o The City is in a unique position to acquire properties that are not available to the 
average citizen. Because Council members may receive knowledge about upcoming 
actual or anticipated business, such as property purchases or sales, or contracts (Ex: 
Mesa del Sol parkland rezoned to high density residential and may be put out to bid). 

o If you discuss setting potential damages for violations, Title 18 US Code Statute 654 
sets damages at the value of money or property converted. 
 “Whoever, being an officer or employee of the United States or of any 

department or agency thereof, embezzles or wrongfully converts to his own 
use the money or property of another which comes into his possession or 
under his control in the execution of such office or employment, or under 
color or claim of authority as such officer or employee, shall be fined under 
this title or not more than the value of the money and property thus embezzled 
or converted, whichever is greater, or imprisoned not more than ten years, or 
both; but if the sum embezzled is $1,000 or less, he shall be fined under this 
title or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.” 
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ORDINANCE NO.  

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 2.60.050 TO THE 
CODE OF ETHICS OF THE CASPER MUNICIPAL CODE. 

 
WHEREAS, the members of the City Council desire to conduct their business in a 

manner that is legally and ethically beyond reproach; and 
 
WHEREAS, on October 15, 2019, the City Council passed Ordinance No. 29-19 

creating Chapter 2.60 Code of Ethics; and 
 
WHEREAS, since 2015 the City Council has determined the following 

modifications and additions to Section 2.60.050 are necessary. 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF 
THE CITY OF CASPER, WYOMING:  That the Section 2.60.050 of the Casper Municipal 
Code is hereby amended and replaced as follows: 

 
 

2.60.050 -– A. Official decisions and votes. 
 

  
A.1. A public official or public member shall not make an official decision or 

vote on an official decision if the public official or public member has a 
personal interest in the matter. In determining whether he or she has a 
personal interest in a matter, the public official or public member shall 
recognize the importance of his or her right to represent his or her 
constituency and shall abstain from voting only in clear cases of a personal 
interest, as defined in this subsection. A public official or public member shall 
not vote to give money or any direct financial benefit to himself or herself 
except for tax reductions affecting the general public. For purposes of this 
section, a personal interest is: 

 
 1. With respect to the public official or public member, an interest which 

is direct and immediate as opposed to speculative and remote; and 
a.  
 
  
b. 2. An interest that provides the public official or public member, a 

greater benefit or lesser detriment than it does for a large or substantial 
group or class of persons who are similarly situated. 

 
2. B.A public official or public member, described by subsection “a”. of this 

section shall abstain from voting on the decision and from making any official 
decision in the matter. The public official's or public member's abstention 
from voting must be recorded in the city's, board's or committee's official 
records. 
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3. C. This section shall not be construed to supersede Wyoming Statutes 

Sections 15-9-220, or 16-6-118. Those provisions shall control to the extent 
inconsistent with this section. 

  

B. Definition of/purpose for Conflict of Interest. Prohibition.  

1. Definition of “Conflict of Interest” A conflict of interest will be deemed to 
exist, whenever an individual is in the position to approve or influence policies 
or actions of the City of Casper or one if its boards or commissions (hereafter 
City), or reasonably appears to be in a position to approve or influence policies 
or actions of the City, which involve or could harm, or benefit financially: (i) 
the individual; (ii) any member of the member’s immediate family (spouse, 
parents, children, brothers or sisters, and spouses of these individuals and/or 
cohabitation partner); (iii) any organization in which he or she or an immediate 
family member or cohabitation partner is a director, trustee or officer or has 
more than five percent equity or investment interest or the right to acquire any 
equity or investment interest of more than five percent; (iv) any organization in 
which he or she or an immediate family member or cohabitation partner has a 
compensation arrangement; For the avoidance of doubt, service on a joint 
powers board while on the City Council, and service as a liaison or 
representative to a City or Casper commission or board, shall not constitute a 
conflict of interest, but the duty of the council-member is to act in the best 
interest of the City. 

2. Purpose. The purpose of this policy recognizes the mere appearance of a 
conflict may be as serious and potentially damaging to the public trust as an 
actual conflict. Therefore, potential conflicts must be disclosed, evaluated and 
managed with the same thoroughness as actual conflicts. Each city council 
member shall promptly disclose any conflict of interest or potential conflicts of 
interest that exist or may arise; a council member is to act in the best interest of 
the City. 

3. Procedures regarding conflicts of interest: 

a. Duty to disclose: 

i.  In connection with any proposed transaction, contract, arrangement, 
policy, program or other matter being considered by the City of Casper 
or its governing body, a council member shall promptly disclose the 
existence of any conflict or potential conflict that may give rise to a 
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conflict of interest with respect to the proposed transaction, contract 
arrangement, policy, program or other such matter. 

ii.  Potential conflicts of interest can be seriously damaging to the public’s 
trust. A council member shall promptly disclose the existence of any 
potential conflict of interest. When in doubt, the council member shall 
disclose matters as potential conflicts of interest and disclose all 
relevant facts relating to the potential conflict.  

iii. If any council member has reason to believe that another council 
member has a potential conflict of interest, the council member with 
such belief shall inform the governing body, including disclosing all 
relevant facts and concerns relating thereto.  

b. Procedures for addressing a conflict of interest. 

i. If a council member declares a conflict of interest, or a potential conflict 
of interest exists, or two thirds of the governing body less the member 
with an alleged potential conflict determine that a conflict of interest 
exists, the conflicted member may make a presentation to the governing 
body in open session regarding the conflict of interest but shall only 
state facts; the member shall not argue for or against the item under 
consideration. The conflicted member shall then leave the meeting and 
all future meetings where the potential conflict may be discussed or 
considered and shall not be present during any discussion of the matter 
which gave rise to the conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest 
of the member. 

c. Duty to abstain. 

i. After disclosing the existence of a potential conflict, the council member 
shall refrain from using their potential influence (either at or outside a 
council meeting, or otherwise) to influence the governing body’s 
handling of the transaction, contract, arrangement, policy, program, or 
other matter. 

ii. No council member may vote on, or each council member must abstain 
from voting on, any matter in which the council member has a conflict 
of interest or potential conflict of interest. 

C.  Preemptive policy to avoid conflicts of interest or the appearance of a conflict of 
interest.  
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1. If a council member votes on a matter before council, he or she shall decline 
to take any financial ownership in the transaction, contract, arrangement, 
policy, or other such matter upon which he or she voted, for the entirety of the 
time that member is a member of city council and/or is a city council board or 
commission appointee. 

 
(Ord. No. 29-19, 10-15-2019) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 PASSED on 1st reading the ____ day of ______________, 2020 
  
 PASSED on 2nd reading the ____ day of ______________, 2020 
 
 PASSED, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED on third and final reading the ______ day 
of __________________, 2020. 
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 
 
 
______________________________  
     CITY OF CASPER, WYOMING 
ATTEST:     A Municipal Corporation 
 
 
 
______________________________   _____________________________ 
Fleur Tremel    Steven K. Freel 
City Clerk     Mayor 
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